
Main Skills

‧User Research - Study target users through multiple design research skills such as interviews, workshop and survey

‧Define Ideal Scenario - Analyzed user behaviour and defined an ideal scenario for each project

‧Improve User Experience - Improved user experience based on the scenario

‧Concept and Style Definition - Defined the concept idea and the design style

‧Solid Product Design Skill - Designed the product from the internal mechanism to the visual appearance

‧Production Assistance - Help the client to communicate with a manufacturer and make sure the production is successful

‧Coordination - Cooperate with an external and oversea team to attain a perfect result

‧Project management - Plan the schedule of the whole project from initial phase to final phase

3D Modeling Graphic

Technical SkillsWorking Experience

Espoo, Finland.

jui.fan.yang@gmail.com+358 465 720 565

English ( fluent ), Chinese ( native ), Taiwanese ( native )

YANG, JUI-FAN

Optomed, Espoo, Finland

Material and Product Designer (Freelancer)                

2019 - 2020 8 month

GEARLAB CO., LTD, Taipei, Taiwan

Industrial Product Designer                

2014 - 2018 4 years

Hi, I ’m Jui Fan, an industrial and UX/UI designer with four 
years of working experience. The user-centred design is my 
primary design approach. Besides, I have integrated design 
skil ls in combining physical and digital products. I l ike 
hiking and camping in nature. Therefore, sustainability is 
taking part in my design philosophy. Also, I have a diplomat-
ic communication skil l to cooperate with people from di�er-
ent fields, mainly communicating, negotiating, and collabo-
rating with engineers.

Repairing things

Photography

Cooking 

Travelling

Japanese City-pop Music

Games

Hiking

Camping

PTC Creo3.0

Alias

SkecthBook 

Keyshot 8

Interests

I l lustrator

Photoshop

Lightroom

XD

Education

Aalto University, Espoo, Finland

Master’s Programme

Collaborative and Industrial Design

Sept.2018 - Current

Shih Chien University, Taipei, Taiwan

Bachelor of Arts in Industrial Design

Sept.2010 - June.2013


